
CASINO ROULETTE 

HOW TO PLAY 

This game is based on the standard European style roulette, and you are able to place all associated bets. 

Select or change your chip value by clicking the desired chip in the STAKE menu. 
To place a bet, click on the area on the betting cloth, or racetrack, with your desired chip value selected. It is possible to mix chip values on the same bet. 

Once you're happy with all the bets placed, click the SPIN button to commence the spin. You will be transitioned to the wheel view to view the spin and subsequent 

result. To win, following a spin the ball must come to rest on a number that is covered by one or more of your bets. 

OTHER FEATURES 

The 10 previous results will show in order, above the betting cloth, with the most recent at the far left.  

STATS shows HOT (the numbers most frequently landed on the last 100 spins) and COLD (the numbers least frequently landed in the last 100 spins) 

numbers. FAVOURITES gives you the opportunity to save the current layout of chips, trigger a previously saved bet layout or trigger a preloaded classic 

betting pattern. TABLE toggles between the the regular betting cloth and the racetrack view. 

UNDO removes the last bet chip placed on the table. From subsequent clicks, it will continue to remove the last placed chip until all chips have been 

removed. CLEAR removes all bets currently placed on the table. 

REBET will repeat the same bet placement as the previous spin. 

REBET & SPIN will repeat the same bet placement as the previous spin, and then trigger another 

spin. DOUBLE will double each of the bets currently placed on the table, balance permitting. 

DOUBLE will repeat the same bet placement as the previous spin, and then trigger another spin. 

RACETRACK 

Bets placed on the regular betting cloth will not be shown on the racetrack. All saved betting patterns will be placed on the regular betting cloth and will not show on the racetrack. 

NEIGHBOURS 

Bet on the chosen number and 2 numbers either side of the 

bet. VOISINS DU ZERO 

Bet on 9 numbers to the left of 0, and on the 7 numbers to the right of 0 (22, 18, 29, 7, 28, 12, 35, 3, 26, 0, 32, 15, 19, 4, 21, 2 

and 25) TIER 

Bet on one third of the European roulette wheel (33, 16, 24, 5, 10, 23, 8, 30, 11, 36, 13, and 27). 

ORPHELINS 

Bet on the numbers 1, 6, 9, 14, 17, 20, 31, and 34. 

PAYOUTS 

SINGLE NUMBER 

(STRAIGHT) x36 2 WAY 

SPLIT (SPLIT) x18 

3 WAY SPLIT (STREET) x12 

4 WAY SPLIT (CORNER/BASKET) x9 

6 WAY SPLIT 

(LINE) x6 

DOZEN OR 

COLUMN x3 

1-18 OR 19-

36 x2 

ODD OR 

EVEN x2 

RED OR 

BLACK x2 

VOISINS DU ZERO x9 - 

x24 ORPHELINS x18 - 

x36 

TIER x18 

STAKES 

SINGLE NUMBER (STRAIGHT)   £0.10 - 
£500.00 

2 WAY SPLIT (SPLIT) £0.10  -  £500.00 

3 WAY SPLIT (STREET) £0.10 - £500.00 

4 WAY SPLIT (CORNER/BASKET) £0.10 - £500.00 

6 WAY SPLIT (LINE) £0.10  -  £500.00 

DOZEN OR COLUMN £0.10 - £5,000.00 

1-18 OR 19-36 £0.10 - £5,000.00 

ODD OR EVEN £0.10 - £5,000.00 

RED OR BLACK £0.10 - £5,000.00 

Min Inside Bet £0.10 

Min Outside Bet £0.10 

Max Inside Bet £500.00 

Max Outside Bet £5,000.00 

Max Table Bet £5,000.00 

GAME RECOVERY 

In the event of a game in real play being interrupted, (i.e. started but not completed due to connectivity issues or accidentally closing the browser, etc.), depending on the previous 

state of the game, it will either resume from the point at which the ‘Spin’ button was selected with the wheel spin and subsequent display of the last game result. 

Any winnings will be correctly credited to the player account and will be exact according to the result prior to the game being 

interrupted. All results are predetermined. 

RTP 

The theoretical Return To Player for this game is 97.30%. 

RULES 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays. 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.

Any game in progress for more than 35 days will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will be refunded.
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Menu 

Pay table 

Within the game menu, press the "i" icon to view pay table and game information. 

Help 

Within the game menu, the "?" icon opens the game's help file. 



Sound / Music 

Use the sound option to mute or enable all game sounds. Where applicable, you can use the music option to turn off just the background music, while leaving other game sounds 
on. 

Autoplay 

To use autoplay, simply select the amount of spins you desire using the default options or enter your own amount via the pen 

icon. Then choose a total loss limit and press the button to confirm and start the spins. 

You may also use the "More settings" section to stop the autoplay when a bonus round is triggered or when a jackpot is won (where applicable). 

Other 

Please note, the performance of your network or devices (e.g. the speed of your connection or processor) may have, or may appear to have, an effect on the game such as in 
making decisions where speed is a factor or the update of progressive jackpot values. 


